
Vocabulary
Free time activities

1 a) Match a verb in A to a 
word/phrase in B.

A B
play out
go to tennis/football
eat concerts

go TV

play swimming 

watch computer games 

go to music 

go the cinema

listen to shopping for clothes 

watch books/magazines

listen to DVDs/videos

read the radio 

b) Work in pairs. Take turns to 
tell each other how often you do 
the things in 1a).

OK. Remember, you can
only ask six questions.

Er, Kim, please.

Hello and welcome to First Date!. Tonight you
choose a date for Mark Skipper. Mark is 28
years old and he’s a teacher. In his free time he
watches TV and plays computer games. He also
goes to the cinema a lot and he plays football
and tennis every weekend. He loves rock music
and Chinese food, but he hates shopping for
clothes! He also likes animals – he’s got a dog
and three cats. So, Mark – who do you want to
ask about first?

8

4 Time off
Vocabulary free time activities;
food and drink 
Grammar Present Simple (he/she/it);
countable and uncountable nouns

Help with Grammar Present Simple: positive and negative (he /she/it )

3 a) Look at these sentences about Mark. Then complete the rules. 

He plays computer games. He watches TV.

He doesn’t like shopping for clothes.

● We add or to the infinitive to make the Present Simple
positive with he, she and it.

● We use + infinitive to make the Present Simple negative with
he, she and it.

TIP! ● have is irregular: he/she/it has ...

b) Check in p27. G4.1

4 a) Complete these sentences
about Mark with the positive or
negative form of a verb from 1a).

1 Mark out twice a week. 
2 He often to music 

on his MP3 player. 
3 He swimming – he

hates it! 
4 He a lot of books –

two or three a week!
5 He sometimes to

concerts. 
6 He DVDs because he

hasn't got a DVD player. 

b) Work in pairs. Compare
sentences.

eats

Reading and Grammar
2 Read and listen to the TV game show, First Date!. Find four

things Mark likes and one thing he doesn’t like.
R4.1

Yes, me too. What's 
your favourite game?

I sometimes play computer
games on Sunday afternoons.
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Help with Grammar Countable
and uncountable nouns

10

11

Help with Grammar
Present Simple: questions and short answers (he /she/it )

6 a) Look at 5a). Then fill in the gaps with does or doesn’t.

QUESTIONS SHORT ANSWERS

1 she like animals? Yes, she .
2 she watch TV a lot? No, she .
3 What she do in her free time?

b) Look at the table. Notice the word order in questions. 
Then write questions 3 and 4 from 5a) in the table.

question word auxiliary subject infinitive

What does she do in her free time?

Does she watch TV a lot?

c) Check in p27.G4.2

7 a) Work in pairs. Tell your partner the name of one of your friends.
Choose a friend that your partner doesn’t know. 

b) Work on your own. Write six questions to ask about your partner’s
friend. Use vocabulary from 1a) or your own ideas. 

Where does Juliana go to school? Does she like computer games? 

c) Work with your partner from 7a). Ask and answer your questions.

Vocabulary Food and drink 

8 a) Tick the words you know. Check the other words with your teacher
or in a dictionary. 

biscuits milk apples rice coffee toast bread sausages fish eggs

soup cheese vegetables bananas orange juice tea jam meat fruit

cereal burgers chips sandwiches salad mineral water chicken

b) Work in groups. Tell the other students which food and drink you
like or don’t like. 

9

4 Time off

5 a) Match Mark’s questions about Kim to the presenter’s answers.

1 What does she do 
in her free time?

2 Does she watch TV a lot? 
3 Does she like films?
4 What music does 

she like?
5 Does she like animals?
6 And what does she do?

b) Listen and check. Do you think Mark should go on a date with
Kim? Why?/Why not? 

R4.2

9 a) Look at the pictures. 
Then choose the correct 
words in the rules.

COUNTABLE NOUNS

a) Yes, she does. She’s got two dogs.
b) Yes, she goes to the cinema every Saturday.
c) She loves dance music, but she doesn’t

like rock.
d) She plays tennis and she eats out a lot. 

She loves Italian food.
e) No, she doesn’t. She hates watching TV!
f) She’s a vet.

I don’t like fish. Really? I love it!

● Countable nouns can /can’t
be plural.

● We use/don’t use a or an with
singular countable nouns.

● We use /don’t use a or an with
plural countable nouns.

UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS

● Uncountable nouns are /aren’t
usually plural.

● We use /don’t use a or an with
uncountable nouns.

b) Check in p27.G4.3

Work in pairs. Divide the words
in 8a) into countable and
uncountable nouns. Write the
singular and plural if possible. 

countable – a biscuit/biscuits
uncountable – milk, rice

a) Complete these sentences for
you. Use words from 8a).

1 I often have for lunch.
2 I never eat .
3 I eat every day.
4 I usually have and

for breakfast.
5 I really like .
6 I don’t like .

b) Work in pairs. Compare your
sentences. How many are the
same?

a biscuit biscuits
an apple apples

milk rice
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Auckland

Keswick

10

5 Homes and shops
Vocabulary places in a town/
the country; clothes
Grammar there is/there are;
How much, How many; some, any

Help with Grammar there is /there are

Vocabulary Places in a town/the country

1 Work in pairs. Match the words to pictures a)–l).
1 a square

2 a park

3 a market

4 a station

5 a lake

6 a beach

TIP! ● a station = a train station.

l

3 a) Fill in the gaps in the tables with ’s, is, are, isn’t
or aren’t.

singular

POSITIVE There a beautiful lake.

NEGATIVE There a park near our flat.

QUESTIONS there a hotel?

SHORT ANSWERS Yes, there . /No, there .

plural

POSITIVE There lots of things to do.

NEGATIVE There any restaurants.

QUESTIONS there any cheap places to stay?

SHORT ANSWERS Yes, there . /No, there .

TIP! ● We use any in negatives and questions 
with there are.

b) Check in p28.G5.1

a b c

d e f

g h i

j k l

Listening and Grammar
2 a) Look at the photos of Auckland, Keswick 

and Eyeries. Which is a big city, a small 
town, a village, do you think? Which things 
from 1 can you see in the photos?

b) Listen to conversations A–C 
and match them to the photos. Which 
person talks about:

1 where he/she lives now?
2 where his/her family lives?
3 where he/she goes on holiday?

c) Listen again. Write three places 
that each person talks about.

A – a lake

R5.1

7 the sea

8 mountains

9 a road

10 a flat [US: an apartment]

11 a house

12 a bed and breakfast

Eyeries
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11

5 Homes and shops

Help with Grammar
How much, How many; some, any

5 a) Look at these questions. Then complete the
rules with How much or How many.

How many cafés are there?

How much food have we got?

● We use with uncountable nouns.

● We use with plural countable nouns.

b) Look at sentences 1–6. Then complete the
rules with some or any.

1 There are some nice hotels. 
2 There’s some money on the table. 
3 There aren’t any restaurants. 
4 There isn’t any rice. 
5 Are there any shops?
6 Is there any milk?

● We usually use in positive sentences
with plural countable nouns and uncountable
nouns.

● We usually use in negatives and
questions with plural countable nouns and
uncountable nouns. 

c) Check in p28.G5.2

6 a) Look at the questionnaire. Fill in the gaps with
How much or How many.

1 people live in your home?
2 rooms are there?
3 furniture is there in your 

living room?
4 TVs have you got?
5 time do you spend watching 

TV every day?
6 phones are there?
7 time do you spend on the 

phone every day?
8 pictures are there in your 

living room?

How many

b) Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions. 
Are any of your partner’s answers surprising?

Vocabulary Clothes

7 a) Tick the words you know. Check new words
with your teacher or in a dictionary.

trousers shorts jeans a dress shoes

a suit a skirt a jumper trainers a jacket

a hat a tie boots a shirt socks

a T-shirt a top a coat a cap

b) Work in groups. Tell the other students about the
clothes you wear in the week and at the weekend.

8 a) Fill in the gaps with some, any or a.

1 I haven’t got white shirts. 
2 I’ve got black jeans.
3 I haven’t got suit.
4 I want to buy shoes.
5 I need new pair of boots.
6 I haven’t got shorts.
7 I’ve got clothes that I never wear.

b) Which of the sentences in 8a) are true for you?
Compare with a partner.

9 Work in groups. Discuss these questions.

1 Do you like shopping for clothes? Why?/Why not?
2 What’s your favourite clothes shop? What do you

usually buy there?
3 What was the last thing you bought?
4 Which clothes do you want to buy?

4 a) Look at the table. Complete questions 1– 8 with
Is there or Are there.

places near my home me my partner

1 a park?
2 any shops?
3 any good restaurants?
4 a station?
5 any nice cafés?
6 a market?
7 any nice hotels?
8 a cinema or a theatre?

b) Think about places near your home. Put yes or
no in the me column.

c) Work in pairs. Take turns to ask and answer the
questions in 4a). Then write yes or no in the my
partner column. Give more information if possible.

d) Work in new pairs. Tell each other about the
places near your first partner’s home.

There’s a park five minutes away from Marco’s home.

Is there a park near your home?

Yes, there is. It’s only five minutes away.
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1 a) Read the conversation. Where was Ann yesterday?
How does Max know Emily, do you think? 

MAX Hi, Ann. Where were you on Sunday? 
ANN I was at my cousin’s sixteenth birthday party. 
MAX Oh, right. Was it good?
ANN Yes, it was. It was a lovely day and we were 

out in the garden all afternoon. 
MAX Were your brothers there too?
ANN No, they weren’t. Tom wasn’t very well and

Michael was in London. But Emily was there,
which was nice.

MAX Really? Who was she with?
ANN Er, her new boyfriend ... Sorry, Max! 

b) Work in pairs. Practise the conversation. 

Help with Grammar was /wasn’t /were /weren’t

2 a) Look at the conversation in 1a) again. Find all
the examples of was, wasn’t, were and weren’t.
Then fill in the gaps in the table.

POSITIVE NEGATIVE

I I (= was not) 
you /we /they you /we /they (= were not)
he /she/it he /she/it 

b) Choose the correct words in these questions. 

1 Where was/were you on Sunday?
2 Who was/were she with?
3 Was/Were it good?
4 Was/Were your brothers there too?

c) What are the short answers to questions 3 
and 4 in 2b)?

d) Check in p28.G6.1

was

12

6 Life and times

Reading and Grammar

Vocabulary life events
Grammar was/wasn’t/were/weren’t;
Past Simple: positive

3 a) Choose the correct words.  

1 I was /were born in Rome.
2 My parents was/were born in Italy. 
3 We wasn’t/weren’t in this classroom last year. 
4 My last birthday was/were over six months ago. 
5 I wasn’t/weren’t at home last Saturday evening. 

b) Tick the true sentences in 3a). Change the
other sentences to make them true for you. 

c) Work in pairs. Compare sentences.

4 a) Make questions with you.

1 / at school yesterday? Were you at school yesterday?
2 Where / last night?
3 Where / on your last birthday?
4 / in this school last year?
5 Where / last New Year’s Eve?

b) Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions. 

Vocabulary Life events

5 Match the verbs to the words/phrases.

start married/divorced
get her husband/his wife
meet school/your first job
finish school/university

have a lawyer/president
write a son/three children
become languages/law
study a book/a letter

Reading and Grammar
6 a) Read about Nelson Mandela’s life. Fill in the

gaps in the text with these dates and numbers.

1943 2 1996 4 1957 18 18th July

b) Read, listen and check your answers.

7 Read the text again. Put these events in order.

a) He went to prison.
b) He got married to Winnie.
c) He and his first wife got divorced.
d) He went to university. 1
e) He got married for the third time.
f) He became President of South Africa.

R6.1
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